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	Project Title: Laser Surface Treatment for Improved Biocompatibility of Implantable Medical Devices
	Project Description: Dr Louise Carson (School of Pharmacy) and Dr Chi Wai Chan (School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering)In recent decades there has been a large increase in the use of implantable medical devices. Once implanted, a complex series of events can occur, known as the foreign body response (FBR), causing chronic inflammation at the site of implantation and the formation of a fibrous capsule isolating the device from the surrounding tissue. For an implanted device, such as a small and intricate biosensor, which requires free diffusion of the analyte to the sensing membranes, this fibrous capsule is exetremely detrimental to the accurate functioning and useable lifetime of this device. If the FBR could be avoided, this may lead to the use of accurate biosensors for disease management (e.g. implantable glucose sensors in diabetes mellitus) or sensors for therapeutic drug monitoring. Other implants, such as joint protheses, dental implants, and cardiac devices, would also benefit from improved biocompatability.This project will investigate the application of laser technology for the enhancement of biocompatibility of biomaterials for implantation (e.g. metallic alloys and polymers). Laser surface treatment is a fast, clean, and reproducible method to modify both the material surface chemistry and topography.The student will be based across the Schools of Mechanical and Aeropace Engineering (material development and characterisation), and Pharmacy (material characterisation and biological testing). The student benefit from the scientific expertise of both Schools, and will gain extensive experience and training in materials science, laser-materials processing, a wide range of analytical techniques, and biological evaluation including cell culture and ISO testing standards.
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